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ELD MANDATE: TIME IS RUNNING OUT
The mandate for installing and using electronic logging
devices (ELDs) in commercial vehicles became a reality
on December 16, 2015. Unless your company is currently
using automated on-board recording devices (AOBRD),
it is important to begin or finalize the process soon. This
is meant to be a summary of information contained in the
rule. Be sure to review the rule and seek any legal advice
from counsel. This material contains suggestions, and
companies should find an approach that fits their unique
operations best. Read below to learn more about the Final
Rule.

WHO MUST USE AN ELD

The Final Rule requires that most drivers required to
complete paper logs must begin to use an ELD by
December 18, 2017. There are a few exceptions, and we
address those below.

LIMITED EXCEPTIONS
• Drivers who are exempt from the hours-of-service 		
(HOS) rules, such as government drivers and drivers of
utility service vehicles
• Short haul drivers (100 and 150 air-mile radius drivers)
using the timecard exception and not required to
complete a log for more than 8 days during any 30-day
period
• In-state-only (intrastate) drivers who are exempted
by their state
• Drivers operating in a “driveaway-towaway” operation

in which the vehicle being driven is part of the
shipment being delivered
• Drivers of vehicles that were manufactured before 		
model year 2000 since these vehicles were not
required to have electronic control modules (ECMs)
to which an ELD can connect
• Drivers who are using a compliant AOBRD by
December 18, 2017, will not be required to use an ELD
until December 16, 2019

Exceptions apply to very few operations, and it is best to be
sure before claiming an exception.

THE TIME TO BEGIN IS NOW

While the requirement for electronic logging seems to be
a long way away, it is not. The requirement will not impact
the hours-of-service limits and therefore the hours a driver
has available to drive, it will make a huge difference for
many carriers. Having drivers use an accurate technologybased time recording device, rather than pencil and paper,
will lead to many carriers needing to make adjustments
or outright changes to how they operate. It’s been said
before, but it bears repeating: change takes time. The
more planning and time you put into a change, the less
stressful the change will be. On the other hand, the longer
you delay the change, the more stressful the change will
be. Since most drivers will have to use ELDs, providing a
less stressful learning environment will greatly improve their
learning curve and acceptance. Leading with training of
operations personnel is the key to a successful transition.
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SKIPPING STEPS

POOR COMMUNICATION

ELD VENDOR CAPACITY

To avoid poor communication and all of the other risks and
problems discussed, it is important that carriers who have
not begun the process of transitioning get started soon.
Even small carriers, who can get through some of the
steps more quickly, will require time to make the transition
successful. Due to the risks and consequences involved,
the last thing any carrier needs is to be hurried through the
process.

Some carriers may try to implement quickly, skipping steps
such as developing the “wants and needs” list, approaching
several providers, checking out the different devices and
systems available, vetting potential vendors, and making a
final selection based on a competitive process. If there is
not enough time to make the selection correctly, there is a
chance that the company may end up with a system that
does not match the company’s needs.
As the deadline approaches, vendors will be pressured to
deliver devices. The problem is that due to the pressure,
some vendors may not have the hours available to “hold
the customer’s hand” while the customer is going through
the transition. Currently, part of the training process
involves having carrier personnel receive additional training
to serve as super-users, mentors, and/or in-house trainers.
These individuals develop a working relationship with the
vendor; the relationship allows for the quick and free flow
of questions and information. Unfortunately, it takes time
to develop a super-user and for the super-user to develop
a relationship with the vendor. There is also a risk that as
customers wait, the vendors will not be able to service the
flood of requests coming in due to supply and physical
staffing constraints.
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Another risk of delaying the transition is that the transition
cannot be done smoothly. This could be due to speeding
through some of the steps, skipping steps, or not having
enough time to complete a step. Speeding through the
transition may give the idea that you are not serious about
it. If your drivers don’t see this as a serious change, what
will they think? Could some come away with the opinion
that this is “just a passing phase?”

Since the system will involve hardware and software,
you will need to consider when and how the devices and
back office system can be implemented. How long will it
realistically take you to install all the equipment once the
decision is made to move forward? What level of technical
knowledge will your mechanics need to install and set up
the onboard system? Are you going to use outside shops
to install some or all of the devices? Do you need your own
IT personnel to install and operate the system? Does the
vendor store the data and provide an access portal, rather
than placing the hardware and software burden on you? If
so, how extensive is the training for back office personnel
going to be? These are all considerations that need to be
reviewed in advance.

HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT ELD

On or after December 18, 2017, carriers may install only
devices on the list published by the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration (FMCSA). The list of registered ELDs
can be found at https://3pdp.fmcsa.dot.gov/ELD/ELDList.
aspx.
All portable devices must be mounted in the vehicle,
clearly visible to the driver when he/she is seated in driving
position. The device must not allow entries to be made
while the vehicle is in motion.
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All drivers’ accounts must include driver’s license
information. This is only to validate that the account
belongs to an actual driver at the company.
All accounts in the system must have a user ID. This
includes: supervisors, support personnel, and drivers. To
track entries and changes made within the system. An
individual who is both a driver and a supervisor - such
as an owner-operator - will have to have two separate
accounts, one as a driver and one as a supervisor.

WHAT THE LOG MUST CAPTURE

The ELD must automatically capture a data set at vehicle
startup and shutdown, at all duty changes, once per hour
while the vehicle is in operation, and when starting or
ending a “special driving period.” The data must include:
• Date and time
• Location (accurate to within one mile in normal 		
operation, 10 miles during personal use)
• Engine hours
• Vehicle miles
• Driver
• Vehicle
• Carrier
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THE SUCCESSFUL TRANSITION
FROM PAPER TO ELECTRONIC LOGS
Switching from a paper logging system to an electronic
logging system is not as simple as “plug in the device
and let the data flow.” While ELDs are nothing more than
“very accurate logs,” the switch to an electronic logging
system will impact all departments and all phases of your
operation. It must be handled as a significant change, using
a change management process approach. Using a change
management process will allow you to maintain stability
and continuity while reaching your end-state goal. In this
case, the goal is the company operating effectively using
an electronic logging system. With the Final Rule requiring
that most drivers switch to electronic logs by December 18,
2017, carriers need to determine their end-state goal and
start moving toward it sooner rather than later. There are
many different change management models to work from.
We are going to use one of the basic models - Prepare,
Manage, Reinforce - and discuss the thoughts and actions
that need to go into each step of the process.
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PREPARE FOR THE CHANGE

The preparation phase includes several key steps. The first
critical step is determining what your “future state” should
look like.

•
•
•
•

What do you need the device/system to do?
What would the system be capable of doing?
How “driver-friendly” do you want it to be?
How “user-friendly” do you want it to be?

These are all issues that need addressed up front. On
completing this initial step, you will have defined the
project, created an understanding of where you are and
where you are going (i.e., your “future state”), and you will
be prepared to plan the steps needed to arrive at your endstate.

Next, get senior management engaged in and supportive of
the process. A project of this scale will require the support
from all senior management. As you are going through the
process, you cannot have a member of senior management
undermining the change.
Once you have senior management on board, the next
step is to form your project team. You will need to assign
a project sponsor, which should be someone from senior
management. The project sponsor will keep the project
going forward if resistance is met. You will also need a
project leader who will oversee the day-to-day activities
necessary to plan for and implement the change. This
person will also be the liaison with the vendor(s). Finally
you will want to include all the affected managers, from
all areas of the company. It is wise to include driver
representation at this point. The drivers have the most at
stake, so having their participation and input can be critical.
Also, start looking for driver champions that can serve
as mentors during the implementation phase. As well as
including drivers and their supervisors on the team, be sure
to communicate regularly with everyone in the company,
especially all the drivers. Throughout the process you need
to communicate why you are switching to an electronic
logging system, what the benefits are to the drivers and the
company, and what your expectations will be.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Before any system field testing starts, the foundational
policies and procedures must be developed to guide the
organization through the ELD transition. Some examples of
basic policies are:
• Document who will have authority within the system

• How to edit hours-of-service records and ELD data 		
retention (minimum six months)
• Procedures for submission/retention of supporting
documents (no more than eight per day, per driver)
• Procedures for initial/orientation training, follow-up 		
training, and remedial training
• Log audit procedures
• Dispatch planning
• Mechanic/vendor use of the trucks
• Approach to owner-operators
• Specific personal use limits for CMVs
• Electronic submission of Driver Vehicle Inspection 		
Reports (DVIRs)
• Procedure for reporting and resolving ELD 			
malfunctions and other technical issues
• Rental vehicle ELD procedure
• Understanding and preventing harassment
• Procedure for drivers to transfer information to safety
officials

MANAGE THE CHANGE

After the preparations have been completed, the next step
is to begin managing the change. The planning process will
need to include action items for:
•
•
•
•

Scheduling resources and training
Determining an implementation timeline
Developing thresholds and settings for the system
Installing the devices

While you are managing the change, it is a best practice
to begin tightening up your hours-of-service compliance
efforts. You will want to concentrate on the accuracy of logs
and the adherence to limits.
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TRAINING BEGINS AT THE TOP

TRAINING MANAGERS, SUPERVISORS,
OPERATIONS, SUPPORT STAFF,
MECHANICS, AND DRIVERS

As part of managing the change, you will need to
implement an extensive training program for drivers,
supervisors, and support staff. Train your driver champions
early so you will be able to engage them in mentoring
other drivers. Driver training during this phase will need to
include:
• Using the electronic logs during normal operation
(logging in, logging out, changing non-driving
statuses, entering shipping document numbers and
other information, certifying and submitting completed
records, using the interface to display available hours,
etc.)
• Setting up the device and presenting all of the required
information at a roadside inspection
• How to make or request a correction
• Procedures to follow when an ELD fails
• Protecting drivers from harassment and coercion and
filing a complaint
• Submitting supporting documents
Do not underestimate the amount of training and coaching
the drivers will need. In many cases, you may be working
with individuals who have never owned a cell phone (or
only owned simple cell phones), teaching them how to use
a complicated hours-of-service interface on a complicated
smart device.
Another consideration is the timing of the training - who will
be trained and when. If the timeline you have established
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involves some drivers using the system for several months
before other drivers are switched over, you may want to
start by training only the drivers that are initially switched
over.
Supervisors will need training as well. Supervisors should
be trained on the following items that are specific to ELDs
and hours-of-service compliance:
• The specifics of hours-of-service compliance as they
relate to the electronic logging system being
implemented
• How and when to make corrections
• How to locate a driver’s available hours in the system
• How to use the system information when assigning 		
work to drivers
• How to deal with unassigned miles - determining
who the miles should belong to and assigning the miles
• A clear understanding of what constitutes harassment
or coercion of drivers along with the consequences for
harassment and coercion
Both supervisors and drivers may need training on
additional requirements related to using an ELD.
The back office personnel who will be working with the
system but not directly supervising the drivers will need
to be trained on the use of the system, including how to
read and understand the data, run reports, generate alerts,
share information, and take actions based on the data
and reports. Your maintenance staff will likely be installing,
troubleshooting, and replacing the ELDs. Therefore, they
will also need training on this equipment.

ACTUAL IMPLEMENTATION OF ELDS

After the planning and training are done, you will want to
move into the actual execution or implementation phase of
managing the change. To ease the actual implementation,
you roll out the use of the ELDs in phases. The main
reason for this is to beta test the devices, the data usage,
and policies and procedures using a control group. Include
your driver champions in the beta-testing phase. They can
then serve as mentors during the full roll-out. During the
beta testing phase, you will want to spend time reviewing
your processes for sorting and using data.
Are your employees seeing and using the critical data
elements, and are they using exception reporting to see
what they really need to see and act on?

Remember, these systems generate a tremendous amount
of data. If the employees are overwhelmed by the data
during the beta test, you may need to revisit your policies
and procedures. If there is a trend related to errors or
misunderstandings of certain things, this is your chance to
revise your training program before going further.
Once the beta testing group has served its purpose,
expand the implementation to include more drivers. At this
point, you want to select good drivers and drivers that will
appreciate the devices. The last thing you need is a driver,
or several drivers, voicing strong objections to the devices
during this early phase. Also, you will want more time to

work with the drivers that are in only marginal compliance
with the hours-of-service rules before placing them onto an
ELD.

After everyone in this group has adjusted to using the
devices, the next step will be to expand implementation to
all drivers and supervisors. This phase may prove to be the
most difficult, as this is when you may encounter the most
resistance. This group will include the holdout drivers and
drivers that have had a recent history of hours-of-service
compliance problems. If you have multiple locations, this
approach could be used at a specific location or on a fleet
level. You could phase in the use of the devices at one
location, and once that location is fully implemented, move
on to another. The other choice is to move all locations
ahead at the same pace. In other words, implement beta
groups at all locations at the same time, then add drivers at
all locations to the beta groups at the same time.
NOTE: If you decide to implement the use of ELDs at all
locations at the same time, it will be important to have
central control over the process. If each location selfmanages, and you do not have central control, then
implementing the use of ELDs at one location at a time is
typically a more practical approach.
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Specific areas of concern for most drivers can be logging
the day, on duty/off duty status, roadside inspections, what
will the driver need, and what to do in case of an audit. See
below for some more information on all of these concerns.

LOGGING THE DAY

As the day progresses, the device will merge the
automatically-collected data and the driver entries to
create the ELD record for the day - the log. The record for
each 24-hour period must be certified and submitted by
the driver. Much like paper logs, the system can allow the
driver to provide one certification for all of the off-duty days
in the case of multiple days off.

ON-DUTY/OFF-DUTY

To deal with yard movements and personal use, the
Final Rule includes two special driving categories. The
categories are:
• Personal use: to be used when the driver is using the
commercial vehicle as a personal vehicle to commute
to a purely personal destination. The driving will be 		
recorded by the device as off-duty time.
• Yard time: to be used when the driver is operating the
vehicle off of the public roadway. The driving is
captured as on-duty time and does not count toward
the driver’s driving limit.

ELDS AND ROADSIDE INSPECTIONS

During a roadside inspection, the driver will need to be able
to present a device or printout showing the current day
and the previous seven days to the officer. The final rule
provides two general methods for doing this:
• Telemetric method: electronically transfer data to an
authorized safety official on demand via wireless web
services and email
• Local transfer method: transfer data to an authorized
safety official on demand via USB 2.0 and Bluetooth
Once the officer’s computer has received the data, it will
be imported into a program called eRODS. This program
will take the data, display it using the standard grid-graph
display, and complete an automatic audit of the information.

WHAT THE DRIVER WILL NEED

Whenever the vehicle is in operation, the driver must have
with him/her:
• Records for the current day and the previous seven 		
days in the ELD
• A user’s manual
• An instruction sheet on data transfer during roadside
inspections
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• An instruction sheet detailing malfunctions and actions
to take in case of certain malfunctions
• A supply of blank paper logs (at least eight days) to be
used if the device fails
If the device fails, the driver will need to manually log the
current day and reconstruct the previous seven days, or
have records provided by the carrier showing the previous
seven days.

REINFORCE THE CHANGE

Important activities to undertake after the change to ELDs
has been implemented are monitoring and tracking the
processes and results. Monitoring and tracking are done to
make sure the change is producing the desired results.
Activities that will need to be monitored include:
• The system itself. Is it being used as intended and 		
accomplishing your goals?
• The reports the system is generating. Are the reports
actually providing you with actionable information?
• Error rates. Are you seeing significant or repetitive 		
error rates?
• Violation rate. Are hours-of-service violations 		
dropping?
• Calls for assistance/technical support. Are support 		
calls decreasing over time?
Most of the issues you will deal with will involve errors. One
component of this phase is making sure the drivers and
supervisors know who to contact if there are questions or
concerns. As part of the reinforcement process, you will
want to conduct follow-up training with employees, showing
problems with the system or with compliance.
Celebrating success stories publicly can help with
acceptance, which is especially important during the
reinforcement period.

LOG AUDITS

One of the largest components of effective safety control
with hours-of-service is log auditing. Managing hoursof-service compliance at a carrier needs to be an active
management activity. Many carriers have problems in this
area. Over 34,000 violations were due to a false report of a
driver’s record of duty status. How does an auditor usually
find log falsification? Violations are found by comparing
the supporting documents to the drivers’ logs. Log auditing
establishes procedures that support a policy that logs will
be true and correct.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

A supporting document is defined in the Final Rule as a
document in any medium generated or received by a motor
carrier in the normal course of business that can be used
as produced or with additional identifying information by
the motor carrier and enforcement officials to verify the
accuracy of a driver’s record of duty status. Here are the
five categories of supporting documents the carrier must
retain and have available during an audit:
1. Shipment paperwork (bills of lading, shipment invoices,
delivery receipts, etc.)
2. Dispatch and trip records or the equivalent documents
3. Expense receipts related to any on duty not-driving
time (such as fuel receipts, lumper receipts, etc.)
4. Electronic mobile communication/tracking system 		
records
5. Payroll and settlement records or equivalent documents
that indicate payment to a driver
To qualify as a supporting document that must be retained,
the document must meet the definition of a supporting
document, fall into one of the five categories, and contain
certain elements: the ability to identify the driver, location,
date, and time.
The regulation requires that the carrier retain up to eight of
the documents that match the list above for each 24-hour
period. All records from the company’s communication/
tracking system for the 24-hour period count as only one
document. If fewer than eight documents are available,
time can be missing and the document would still be

considered a supporting document. The eight must include
the first and last for the 24-hour period. If the carrier/driver
generates fewer than eight, they will need to retain all that
are generated.
Only two types of operations are specifically exempted by
the mandate from the supporting document provisions:
1. Short-haul drivers as defined by the exceptions
2. Drivers for a private motor carrier of passengers (nonbusiness) or non-business PMCP

EDITS

Under the Final Rule, drivers are allowed to enter
missing information and make some edits to the records.
Supervisors can request edits, but all supervisor edits must
be approved by the driver. This was put into the rule to
address the harassment issue and to reduce the chances
of supervisors forcing drivers to drive - by changing the
driver’s hours in the back office to “create” available hours
- when they are actually out of hours. All edits must include
an explanation of why the change was made. The system
must also indicate which user made the change. If an edit
is made, the record in the system must include the original
record, the updated record, and the details of the change.

RECORD RETENTION

Once the record is submitted, the carrier must maintain
a copy of the record, including the original, any changes,
and any comments, for six months. The carrier must also
maintain a backup copy of all records. The backup records
must be stored separately.
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Carriers, are you looking for your return on investment
(ROI) with these ELDs? A carrier can fall into several traps
when it comes to ELD systems if the discussion is not held.
One of the main traps is spending too much or too little on
the system and not achieving an ROI due to the system
you selected. One of the traditional arguments against
switching a company over to ELDs before required by the
mandate has been the cost. However, there are two factors
that need to be considered when looking at cost:
1. The cost of the system
2. The ROI the company will see from using the devices
The cost of the systems has shrunk throughout the years.
The back office systems used by many providers are now
web-based, meaning that no special software or hardware
is required. All that is needed is a computer with internet
access.
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However, if you are looking only at cost, you are looking at
only one side of the financial equation. To get a complete
picture, you also need to look at cost reductions, savings,
and other gains the system will bring. In other words, you
need to sit down and do an ROI calculation before saying
that the cost of a system is too high.
Check which box represents your future goals pertaining to
ELD’s:
I am implementing an ELD system for the sole purpose
of being compliant to the ruling and do not want or
need any added features out of the fundamental 		
requirements.
I am looking for a more comprehensive solution that
addresses multiple issues within our company and
goes beyond just being compliant. I want to meet a
broader range of safety goals.

Before you make a decision, you need to determine your
company’s overall goals and what you really want in an
ELD system. Ask yourself: Do I want to reduce fuel costs
and out-of-route miles? Do I need to increase driver safety
and morale? What about GPS navigation and mobile
access? ELDs have so many options and interfaces that it
really can be customizable; you just need to determine the
direction that fits your fleet.

COMPLIANCE BASED SYSTEMS

If you checked the first box, you’re looking for a simple ELD
that fulfills all basic requirements. Here are some features
you need to look for:
• Integral synchronization with the commercial motor 		
vehicle engine
• Recording location information
• Graph grid display
• Device default duty status: driving time will 		
automatically be calculated; once motion is detected,
the ELD will automatically transition the driver to drive
time status
• Data transfer capability by web services, Bluetooth, 		
email, or print
• Resistance to tampering
• Identification of sensor failures and edited data

MORE COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEMS

If you checked the second box, you’re looking for a more
comprehensive solution and want a system that will help
your company meet a broader range of goals to increase
safety and improve efficiencies. These added features
could include:
• Automated check calls to locate trucks in the field
• Automated Driver Vehicle Inspection Reports (eDVIR)
to eliminate paper records
• Automated fuel tax reporting to compute IFTA, mile,
IRP, and other taxes
• In-cab messaging to enable communication between
drivers and dispatch
• In-cab navigation to improve fuel economy and reduce
out-of-route miles
• In-cab scanning to replace manual forms and 		
paperwork
• In-cab multimedia training to improve driver 			
performance
• Lane departure warnings to increase safety and 		
reduce accidents
• Mobility apps to give drivers access to information 		
outside of the cab
• On-board event recording to monitor events such as
hard braking and sudden acceleration
• Remote diagnostics to improve fleet health and reduce
downtime

• Speed monitoring and alerts
• Tire pressure monitoring to optimize performance and
reduce maintenance costs
• Trailer management and reefer temperature monitoring
• Weigh station bypass technology to reduce time spent
at inspection sites
• Video capturing systems to protect your drivers and 		
prevent accidents
• Wi-Fi to give drivers access to third-party apps and the
web while off duty

IN CONCLUSION, THE ELD MUST:
• Capture all mileage and engine hours via integral 		
synchronization
• Automatically record drive time at no greater than five
miles per hour and automatically prompt the driver to
select a duty status if the vehicle is stationary for five
minutes
• Capture the location when in motion at least once per
hour
• Not allow deletion of drive time
• Provide protection against harassment, coercion, and
the invasion of privacy
• Keep all original records
• Be tamperproof
• Allow the driver to certify edits by the office
• Provide location accuracy within a 10-mile radius 		
while in personal use mode and within 1-mile radius
while on-duty driving
• Mute the sound while the driver is in the sleeper berth
• Allow back office personnel to assign or explain all 		
unassigned drive time that drivers do not claim
• Display or print on demand and allow the enforcement
official to view the data without entering the cab of
the truck
• Display unidentified drive time for the past seven days
and the current day
• Back up all data for at least six months
• Include an hours-of-service data file structure that
meets ELD Final Rule specifications
• Detect and display malfunctions visible from the 		
driver’s normal seated position
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Will the mandate be thrown out or revoked?
No. It is the law and it is here to stay.

What is a “grandfathered” AOBRD?

A “grandfathered” AOBRD is a device that a motor
carrier installed and required its drivers to use before the
electronic logging device (ELD) rule compliance date of
December 18, 2017. A motor carrier may continue to use
grandfathered AOBRDs no later than December 16, 2019.
After that, the motor carrier and its drivers must use ELDs
(FMCSA, 2017).

Will there be training on how to utilize ELDs?

The training falls on the shoulders of the carrier. The earlier
you begin your implementation and installation of the
devices, the greater chance you will have of being able to
utilize the vendor’s knowledge and time. Most vendors are
good about providing on-hand tech support, training, and
an individual representative to each account. You will want
to be sure you assign someone in upper management to
be the ELD project leader. This person will work directly
with the vendors to assist in installation, tech issues, and
training of drivers. Remember, it is not best to install and
train all drivers at once. Start with your champion drivers
and then trickle down from there. Again, starting early is
the key. The longer you wait, the more spread thin the
vendors will become with the rush of requests. This will
only intensify the closer we get to December 18, 2017. If
this occurs, the vendor may not be able to provide as much
assistance to you during your transition period (FMCSA,
2017).

What if there is a malfunction?

Note the breakdown of the ELD and provide written
notice of the failure to the motor carrier within 24 hours.
Reconstruct the record of duty status (RODS) for the
current 24-hour period and the previous seven consecutive
days. Record the RODS on graph-grid paper logs unless
the driver already has the records or retrieves them from
the ELD. Continue to manually prepare RODS until the
ELD is serviced and back in compliance (FMCSA, 2017).

Would an ELD or a driver be non-compliant
if the data cannot be sent electronically to a
safety official at a roadside check?

No. The driver must, however, be able to provide a printout
or show the actual ELD display of his or her RODS. This
must be done without the safety official entering the truck.
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Can a driver access RODS from an ELD?

Since all ELD data outputs will be in a standard commadelimited file (.csv file), a driver may import the data and
export it to Excel, Word, Notepad, or other common file
format. A driver should also be able to access the records
through a screen display or printout.

Can an ELD be on a smartphone or other
wireless device?

Yes. You may choose a bring-your-own-device platform
which allows you to use your smartphone or a tablet
device, or you may choose a platform whereby the device
is specific to the vendor.

What time periods can be used to determine
the 8 days in any 30-day period for
exemptions?

The 30-day period does not need to be within the same
month. It can be a rolling 30-day period, such as June 15 to
July 15.

Are rented or leased commercial motor
vehicles exempt from the ELD rule?
No. The Final Rule applies to all rented or leased
commercial motor vehicles.

What must a driver do with unassigned
driving time when he or she logs into the
ELD?

A driver needs to review any unassigned driving time when
he or she logs into the ELD. If the driving time logged under
this unassigned account is accurate, a driver must add it to
his or her own record.

What must a motor carrier do with
unassigned driving records from an ELD?

A carrier must either explain the reason for the unassigned
time or assign the time to the correct driver. A carrier must
retain unidentified driving records for at least six months to
make available when asked by authorized safety officials.

How precise will the location information
recorded by the ELD be?

During on-duty driving periods, the location accuracy is
approximately within a one-mile radius. When a driver
operates a CMV for personal use, the position reporting
accuracy will be approximately within a 10-mile radius
(FMCSA, 2017).

What about loading, docking, and delays?

In the world of trucking, at times we experience delays.
Whether it is a delay at a shipper or a traffic jam, the ELD
will be running. A driver is considered on duty the moment
the truck starts moving at a higher speed than five MPH.
Once a driver leaves the terminal and goes to pick up a
load, while the truck is being loaded, the driver is on-duty. If
it takes and additional two hours longer than expected, that
time must come off the driver’s on-duty time.

What is the definition of harassment in the
ELD rule?

FMCSA defines harassment as an action by a motor carrier
toward one of its drivers that the motor carrier knew, or
should have known, would result in the driver violating
hours of service (HOS) rules. These rules prohibit carriers
from requiring drivers to drive when their ability or alertness
is impaired due to fatigue, illness, or other causes that
compromise safety. To be considered harassment, the
action must involve information available to the motor
carrier through an ELD or other technology used in
combination with an ELD. FMCSA explicitly prohibits a
motor carrier from harassing a driver (FMCSA, 2017).

If a driver relocates to another state and
obtains a new commercial drivers license,
should the motor carrier edit the driver profile
to change the license and state information?
If so, how would the two accounts link
together for the recording of the prior seven
days?
The Final Rule states that a motor carrier must manage
ELD accounts. Therefore, the driver’s license information
must be updated in the ELD. If the data files from an
individual’s old and new driver license files cannot be
merged, the driver must either manually enter the previous
duty status information or provide a printout from the older
HOS to provide an accurate accounting of the duty status
for the current and previous seven days for authorized
safety officials (FMCSA, 2017).

How can a motor carrier be sure an ELD
device will be compliant?

You should purchase an ELD that is certified by the
manufacturer to be compliant and that is registered and
listed on the FMCSA website. The list of registered ELDs
can be found at https://3pdp.fmcsa.dot.gov/ELD/ELDList.
aspx.

What happens if an ELD is found to be noncompliant after it is in use?

As a motor carrier, you will have eight days from notification
to replace your non-compliant device with a compliant one.
This is the same time allowed to take action on ELDs that
need to be repaired, replaced, or serviced. In the event
of a widespread issue, FMCSA will work with affected
motor carriers to establish a reasonable timeframe for
replacing non-compliant devices with ELDs that meet the
requirements (FMCSA, 2017).

How long must motor carriers retain RODS
and supporting documents?

Motor carriers must retain these for six months. However,
there may be other reasons that you need to retain those
documents for a longer period of time, such as when a
litigation hold has been placed on the records.

What are the categories of supporting
documents?
The FMCSA has outlined five categories:

• Bills of lading, itineraries, schedules, or equivalent 		
documents that show the starting and ending location
for each trip
• Dispatch records, trip records, or equivalent 		
documents
• Expense receipts related to on-duty and off-duty 		
periods (meals, lodging, fuel, etc.)
• Fleet management system communication records
• Payroll records, settlement sheets, or equivalent 		
documents showing payment to a driver
• Drivers using paper RODS must also keep toll 		
receipts; these do not count towards the eightdocument cap
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“Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) - ELD Rule.” Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, United States Department
of Transportation, 26 Aug. 2016, www.fmcsa.dot.gov/hours-service/elds/faqs. Accessed 18 May 2017.
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THE TIME IS NOW - ARE YOU READY?
The time is now - are you ready? The transition takes time. The thought that you will be able to buy an ELD system
from your local truck stop on December 17 and be compliant on December 18 is false and could be detrimental to your
business. With fines and penalties as high as putting a carrier out of service for noncompliance, are you willing to take the
risk of being parked for days, weeks, maybe months?
As the mandate approaches, more and more companies are just now making the call. What will you do if you make a call
to a vendor on October 15, and the vendor tells you that all units are on a three-month back order? What is your plan B?
The more thought and time spent on the ELD transition, the smoother the transition will be.
The time is now - do you feel ready? If the answer is no, make the call and begin the process. If you would like more
information on the mandate or some guidance, you can reach out to your Safety Representative, vendors, or the
FMCSA’s website. There are many resources, but you must take the first step. Don’t let December 18 sneak up on you.
Get ready!
© Copyright Great West Casualty Company 2017. The material in this publication is the property of Great West Casualty Company unless otherwise noted, and may not be
reproduced without its written consent by any person other than a current insured of Great West Casualty Company for business purposes. Insured should attribute use as
follows: “Used with permission by Great West Casualty Company.”
This material is intended to be a broad overview of the subject matter and is provided for informational purposes only. Great West Casualty Company does not provide legal
advice to its insureds, nor does it advise insureds on employment-related issues. Therefore, the subject matter is not intended to serve as legal and/or employment advice
for any issue(s) that may arise in the operations of its insureds. Legal advice should always be sought from the insured’s legal counsel. Great West Casualty Company shall
have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss, action, or inaction alleged to be caused directly or indirectly as a result of the information
contained herein.
This is not intended to be an endorsement of any particular program or vendor. Motor carriers should evaluate and select a program/vendor that best fits their operations.
© Copyright 2017 J.J. Keller & Associates, Inc. Reprinted with permission.
This must not be reproduced in whole or in part without the written permission of J.J. Keller & Associates, Inc. Government regulations change constantly; therefore, J.J. Keller
cannot assume responsibility or be held liable for any losses associated with omissions, errors, or misprintings. It is designed to provide reasonably accurate information and
is distributed with the understanding that J.J. Keller is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional services. If legal or other expert advice is required, the
services of a competent professional should be sought.
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LET J. J. KELLER HELP YOU MAKE THE

SWITCH TO ELOGS.
IT’S EASY. IT’S REQUIRED. IT’S TIME.

Get Your J. J. Keller ® ELD Price Quote Today!
Visit JJKeller.com/eldquote
Or Call 855.693.5338
PC 121027

TM

Streamlined
Hours of Service.
Maximized
hours of living.

With the deadline for the ELD mandate approaching this
December, it’s time to ﬁnd a partner that will not only make
sure you’re compliant – but help transform the entire truck
driving experience both on and off the road.
At PeopleNet, you get a full-service provider that’s an ELD
expert – one that will help you to implement a solution to
increase the efﬁciency, safety and proﬁtability of your ﬂeet.
For you, it means a better bottom line. For your drivers,
it means getting the job done faster and returning to the
hours that truly matter: the hours of living.
Find out more about our solutions by calling 888-346-3486
(option 3) or visiting peoplenetonline.com/ELD.
Be sure to mention that you are a Great West customer to
see what promotions are available to you.

safety

efficiency

intelligence

PeopleNet’s electronic logs: one part of our
full-service ConnectedFleet solution.
ConnectedFleet is a trademark of PeopleNet. ©2017 PeopleNet. All rights reserved. This information is subject to change without notice. Printed in the U.S.A. 03/17

ARLINGTON
624 Six Flags Drive, Ste. 240
Arlington, TX 76011
Phone: 800.257.8757

BLOOMINGTON
3042 N. Lintel Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404
Phone: 800.262.4794

BOISE
2950 E. Goldstone Drive
Meridian, ID 83642
Phone: 800.628.4416

KNOXVILLE
10100 Global Way, Ste. 100
Knoxville, TN 37932
Phone: 800.262.4794

SOUTH SIOUX CITY
1100 W. 29th Street
South Sioux City, NE 68776
Phone: 800.228.8070

